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From USA Today best-selling author Raymond L. Weil, and his daughter Julie, comes the fifth
book in his newest military science fiction series.The war between the Human Empire and the
Confederation has reached a turning point as the Humans are now poised to attack the
Confederation in their own area of space. Few Humans have ever entered the Confederation
and returned alive.As the Confederation fractures and new alliances emerge, who will continue
to fight the Humans? When tensions grow in the Confederation, who will light the first fuse?
Admiral Collison leads the fleets sent to attack the Confederation. Who will be their first target?
Will the Human fleets survive their mission? New alliances will be tested, and old alliances
severed as the Human Empire continues its fight to free all races from the clutches of the
Confederation.

From Publishers WeeklyAt the outset, Gessner tells readers that "[t]his is not a bird book";
indeed, it's more about what Gessner came to understand about himself by spending day after
day studying one particular species of bird, the osprey. Gessner, who previously wrote Return of
the Osprey, which focuses on the effort to rescue ospreys from DDT annihilation, this time turns
his attention to migration—why ospreys migrate to Central and South America every winter, and
what they do when they're there. He tracked ospreys on one basic migration route—from Cape
Cod to Cuba and back. While Gessner weaves in the science of tracking the birds, it's his
rowboat-and-binoculars approach to the subject that will most attract readers. Spending days
watching ospreys and chatting with other bird-watchers, Gessner discovers the "joy in reducing
life to one thing." Gessner writes beautifully, with grace and humor. (Apr.)Copyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistGessner insists that this is not a bird
book but, instead, a book about the nature of human happiness. Many of the people in it "have
turned their attention to things with feathers that fly." Gessner had become obsessed with
ospreys while on Cape Cod and decided to follow a flock when the flock left at the end of the
summer on its annual migration. The birds fly over the eastern U.S., then over Cuba, and spend
the winter in South America. Gessner joined a BBC crew making a documentary, traveling
illegally into the mountains of Cuba and then into Venezuela. They traveled by car, plane, boat,
and on foot to follow these raptors, whose wingspread measures six feet. Gessner describes the
birds' antics and writes about the people he meets along the way. Despite what Gessner says,
however, the book really is about birds; he also happens to be the author of Return of the Osprey
(2001) and The Prophet of Dry Hill (2005). This is a thoughtful and loving examination of these
beautiful creatures. George CohenCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved
--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.ReviewFrom the tidal



marshes of Cape Cod to jungle lakes in Venezuela, David Gessner lets nothing—not language
barriers, not empty pockets, not steely-eyed Cuban bureaucrats or American embargoes—stop
him from following the migration of the osprey. Just reckless enough to be lucky, Gessner wins
over everyone he meets—and he'll win you over, too. Soaring with Fidel has wings.—Scott
Weidensaul, author of Living on the Wind"Because of its robust passion and focus, Soaring with
Fidel would have probably been a favorite of Teddy Roosevelt’s. It’s Gessner’s finest book,
unpredictable in the best way, and funny, too; an adventure book and much more—a book of
contact, written by a writer who quickly becomes an audible and visible presence. Soaring with
Fidel demonstrates that you can ‘pick up one thing and find the rest of the world hitched to it.’ If
you’ve experienced a passion that you failed to follow—or that you did follow—then this is your
book."—Clyde Edgerton, author of Solo"Exhilarating, hilarious, tender, this is David Gessner at
his best. Call it whatever you want—osprey lust, wanderlust, migratory unrest—but when
Gessner decides to follow the birds he loves over thousands of miles of mountain, swamp, and
sea, we all benefit."—James Campbell, author of The Final Frontiersman"Equal doses of Jack
Kerouac and Roger Tory Peterson promise to enshrine Soaring with Fidel in the pantheon of
great travel writing and natural history."—Keith L. Bildstein, author of Migrating Raptors of the
World"Soaring with Fidel is a grand and cheering journey on the wings of one of nature's most
sociable predators. It's impossible to watch an osprey hovering above a crystal calm bay and not
envy the great bird's freedom. Now, thanks to David Gessner, we are invited to follow."—Carl
Hiaasen, author of Nature Girl --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorDavid Gessner is the author of several books, including most recently Sick
of Nature. His Return of the Osprey was chosen by the Boston Globe as one of the top ten
nonfiction books of the year. Gessner is currently the editor of Ecotone, a literary journal, and
teaches at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington. He lives in Wrightsville Beach, North
Carolina, with his wife and daughter. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.ReviewGessner's travels are filled with small delights . . . As he stands on a rock above
Cuba's Sierra Maestra, watching ospreys rocket past, we wish we could be up there beside him,
binoculars in one hand, a cold beer in the other.—George Black, OnEarth"Soaring with Fidel is a
grand and cheering journey on the wings of one of nature's most sociable predators."—Carl
Hiassen, author of Nature Girl"From the tidal marshes of Cape Cod to jungle lakes in Venezuela,
David Gessner lets nothing—not language barriers, not empty pockets, not steely-eyed Cuban
bureaucrats or American embargoes—stop him from following the migration of the osprey. Just
reckless enough to be lucky, Gessner wins over everyone he meets. Soaring with Fidel has
wings."—Scott Weidensaul, author of Living on the Wind"Because of its robust passion and
focus, Soaring with Fidel would have probably been a favorite of Teddy Roosevelt’s. It’s
Gessner’s finest book, unpredictable in the best way, and funny, too; an adventure book and
much more—a book of contact written by a writer who quickly becomes an audible and visible
presence. Soaring with Fidel demonstrates that you can ‘pick up one thing and find the rest of
the world hitched to it.’ If you’ve experienced a passion that you failed to follow—or that you did



follow—then this is your book."—Clyde Edgerton, author of Solo"Exhilarating, hilarious, tender,
this is David Gessner at his best. Call it whatever you want—osprey lust, wanderlust, migratory
unrest—but when Gessner decides to follow the birds he loves from Cape Cod to Cuba to
Venezuela and back north, over thousands of miles of mountain, swamp, and sea, we all
benefit."—James Campbell, author of The Final Frontiersman"Equal doses of Jack Kerouac and
Roger Tory Peterson promise to enshrine Soaring with Fidel in the pantheon of great travel
writing and natural history."—Keith L. Bildstein, author of Migrating Raptors of the
World"Gessner seldom sets out deliberately to be funny, as Bill Bryson does, but his deadpan,
self-deprecating humor ("I had vast experience in not seeing birds") makes him an ideal traveling
companion and guide. Soaring With Fidel lets you hover for a while in the thermals of fine
language, seeing the same old world from a fresh and invigorating altitude."—Wilmington (NC)
Morning Star News"David Gessner, author of Soaring With Fidel, said, 'There will be a huge hole
in the Cape literary community. I have done a brunch for every one of my books and had planned
on doing them for each future book. Each time Jack and Bess made it a personal celebration. It
was a great way to interact with Cape people, and Cabbages and Kings will be deeply
missed.'"—Shelf Awareness"This probing investigation of the migratory flight of the osprey
embraced several unexpectedly, exciting adventures . . . I found Gessner’s book a most
interesting read."—NH Union Leader"This is a thoughtful and loving examination."—
Booklist"Gessner’s account is filled with nitty-gritty details about the days and nights of an
itinerant birder and beautifully detailed descriptions of ospreys in action. When actual
observations were not possible, he imagined what the ospreys were doing and writes
intelligently…A grand adventure, not just for birders and nature lovers."—Kirkus"Hunter
Tompson gone birding, pen in hand." —Hartford Courant --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The Forgotten Empire:The Confederation and The Empire at WarA Forgotten Empire Novel(The
Forgotten Empire: The Confederation and The Empire at War, Book 5)ByRaymond L. WeilUSA
Today Best Selling AuthorAndJulie Weil ThomasBooks in the Forgotten Empire SeriesThe
Forgotten Empire: Banishment (Book 1)The Forgotten Empire: Earth Ascendant (Book 2)The
Forgotten Empire: The Battle for Earth (Book 3)The Forgotten Empire: The War for the Empire
(Book 4)The Forgotten Empire: The Confederation and The Empire at War (Book 5)The
Forgotten Empire: War in the Confederation (Book 6)The Forgotten Empire: The Fall of the
Confederation (Book 7)Website:Copyright © August 2021 by Raymond L. Weil PublicationsAll
Rights ReservedCover Design by Humblenations.comThis book is a work of fiction. Names,
characters, places, and incidents are either products of the author’s imagination or used
fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is purely
coincidental. All rights reserved. No part of this publication can be reproduced or transmitted in
any form or by any means without permission in writing from the author.DEDICATIONThis book
is dedicated to my dad, Raymond. Without him and his amazingly creative mind, none of us
would have the pleasure of escaping to worlds and galaxies that only he could create. These
characters and storylines allow all of us, and especially myself, to feel as if he’s still right here
with us showing us these new worlds and new possibilities.My dad was not only a creative
storyteller, but an amazing dad. From teaching us a good work ethic out on the farm to how to
put together a great science fair project. Also, teaching us about teamwork and perseverance
through coaching both my brother’s soccer teams growing up as well as mine. He taught us how
to be great parents, and how to have a long lasting marriage. How to be a great friend, how to
laugh, and a lot about how to chase our dreams.Dad never gave up on his dream of being an
author, and look at the legacy that gave all of us. A place to escape, even if only for a little bit,
from the things that trouble us. Worlds where anything is possible. A legacy that will live on for
as long as someone somewhere is reading his words and stories.The number of fans who have
reached out to us to say how his writing has touched them and allowed them to escape their
troubles has really inspired and touched our hearts. We thank you all, the fans, for allowing his
legacy to live on through all of you. I will do my best as I continue his storylines for as long as the
fans are interested in reading them. Thank you for the opportunity to honor my dad and his
legacy in that way.ContentsChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeChapter FourChapter
FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter NineChapter TenChapter ElevenChapter
TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter FifteenChapter SixteenChapter
SeventeenChapter EighteenChapter NineteenChapter TwentyChapter Twenty-OneChapter
Twenty-TwoChapter Twenty-ThreeChapter Twenty-FourChapter Twenty-FiveChapter Twenty-
SixEpilogueThe Forgotten Empire:The Confederation and The Empire at WarChapter OneAn
emergency meeting of the Great Council of the Confederation had been called by all the
member races—except the Morag. Morag Councilor Damora was greatly aggravated, yet he
would attend this meeting, even though he was wanted back on Morag Prime for a special
meeting of the Morag High Council to discuss the disaster that had occurred in attacking the



Human Empire. He was still in shock after being informed by High Councilor Addonis of the
extent of the defeat.The Morag fleets were decimated, and none of the objectives of the attack
were achieved. It was the greatest single defeat in Morag history. Even more worrisome, the
Druin and Zynth fleets had withdrawn shortly after Morag Admiral Norlan took over the minds of
thirty Druin command crews and ordered them to death by suicide by flying their warships into
the huge Human base on the inhabited moon of Gideon. This mistake by Admiral Norlan could
create a deep and everlasting fissure in the council.Stepping into the council chambers,
Councilor Damora came to a sudden stop. Every one of the councilors for the other six races
wore Lormallian telepathic nullifiers. “What is the meaning of this!” demanded Damora, his anger
rising. “Nullifiers were not to be shared with other races!”“We have decided the Morag can no
longer be trusted,” explained Lormallian Councilor Ardon Reull, pleased with how all the other
races were now distrustful of the Morag. “You have lost the major portion of your fleet in attacking
the Earth and now the Human Empire. As a result, I believe we can expect retaliatory raids soon,
against our own worlds here in the Confederation.”Damora walked to his large chair and sat
down, glaring at the other councilors with angry red eyes. “How dare you furnish nullifiers to
other races. You agreed not to! Why have you broken your word?”Ardon shrugged his shoulders.
“You are the ones who are not trustworthy. By seizing the minds of thirty helpless Druin
command crews, you murdered them, forcing them to commit suicide with their warships. What
gives you the right to commit such a heinous crime against a fellow race of this council?”Damora
went silent for a moment. For the first time in thousands of years, the minds of the other
councilors could not be influenced. “We are the most powerful of the seven races. The decisions
we make in battle are not to be questioned. We do what is needed to keep this Confederation
safe from outside influences, such as the Humans. I will remind all of you that we still have
sufficient warships to crush any of your races if necessary.”Ardon’s gaze focused sharply on
Damora’s. “But can you take on all of us? I have spoken to my government, and we are willing to
furnish nullifiers to any of the other races represented by this council. Your days of mind control
are over.”“How we conduct war is none of your business. We did what had to be done to defeat
the Humans.”“But that failed,” pointed out Ardon. “The Humans have demonstrated they are
more powerful than you, and now, thanks to the new weapons they have developed, may be a
threat to the entire Confederation. Your desire for war may have brought about the end to this
Confederation.”Damora stood to his full height, his expression full of his growing anger. “The
Humans are not more powerful than the Morag. The Humans are a weak race. It’s only the
defenses they have put around their worlds that challenge us. In a fleet-to-fleet battle, we would
destroy them.”“I question that,” replied Ardon. “I suspect, if the fleet numbers were equal, the
Morag would easily be defeated by the Humans and their new weapons.”“You have created a
threat to the entire Confederation,” whistled the Zang councilor, his wings spread wide. “The
Humans won’t only come for you. Now they will come for all of us. It is your manipulations of our
minds over the many centuries that has brought us to this point. Well, that time has come to an
end. You will no longer manipulate us, and we will decide what to do, without you planting false



ideas in our heads.”Klug, the Morphene councilor, stood. His constantly shifting form now
resembled that of a pale humanoid. “The Morphene will no longer take part in this war. We now
declare ourselves neutral and will notify the Humans of our decision. We greatly regret some of
the atrocities we were forced to commit in the past, due to the manipulation of our minds by the
Morag. Morag vessels, both warships and trading vessels, are now banned from our region of
space.”Damora glared at the Morphene councilor, and then he looked over at Clun, the Druin
councilor. “What about the Druins?”“The Druins will stand by the Morag,” said Councilor Clun
reluctantly. “After all the Humans we have killed in the name of the Confederation, they will come
after us as well.” Clun paused and looked at Councilor Damora. “However, from now on, our
crews will be protected by Lormallian nullifiers, so the Morag cannot control our minds. Our ships
will no longer commit suicide, due to your mental manipulations.”“The Lamothians will stand by
Morag as well,” spoke the Lamothian councilor. “However, there is a condition. Any Humans we
capture can and will be used in our feasts upon our worlds.”“You will bring the wrath of the
Humans down upon you,” warned Ardon. “They will not forgive you for what you have already
done, and, by consuming more of their kind, their anger will only grow. They have already
destroyed one of your worlds. Do you want the rest destroyed as well?”The Lamothian councilor
went silent and merely gazed at Damora.“The Morag agree with the Lamothian condition,”
replied Damora. He then turned toward the Zynth. “What will the Zynth do?”“We have not made a
decision,” replied Councilor Ralor Conn, as he dragged his sharp claws across the council table.
“My government is still discussing our options. Councilor Damora, I should inform you that the
leaders of the Zynth are now protected by Lormallian telepathic nullifiers to ensure Morag does
not influence our minds. When my government has made a decision, you will be
informed.”Damora looked at all the councilors, his gaze finally falling on Ardon. “I will leave now
for a meeting with the Morag High Council. I should warn you that much of what you have done
today will not go over well with them.”“So be it,” replied Ardon. “We no longer fear you, and you
cannot control our minds. This is a new day for the Confederation, and we will no longer be
surrogates for the Morag.”Damora didn’t say anything as he walked from the council
chambers.Ardon watched him go. “This council is now split between those of us opposed to
what the Morag have forced us to do over the years and those who still support this evil race.”
Ardon looked at the Druins and the Lamothians. “The Humans will soon be coming for your
worlds, and I don’t believe you will stop them.”Ardon then switched his attention to the Zynth. “All
the Morag wants is to use your race as cannon fodder in their war with the Human Empire. Make
sure your government understands this. I no longer believe it is possible to defeat the Humans,
particularly now that Earth is involved. We have seen them develop two new and terrible
weapons. What will they develop next?”The Zynth representative seemed to consider what
Ardon had just said. “I will take your words back to my government. However, I fear the time for
my people to change our ways is long past. We have embraced the ferocity of our past. For that
reason, I feel certain my government will decide to join with the Morag.”Ardon nodded. The
Zynth no longer controlled their own destiny. That destiny had been changed by the mental



manipulations of the Morag. Ardon wondered how much harm the Morag had done to the other
races. Every day Ardon became more familiar with what had been done to the Lormallian
race.However, for the Lormallians, it was not too late to return to a better life, away from cruelty
and barbarism. Already changes were being implemented on all the Lormallian worlds.One
more thing Ardon had to do in the next few days. The Visth had contacted him to inform him that
the Humans wanted to set up a meeting. The Visth had volunteered their world for that meeting
and had also guaranteed his safety. Knowing the future of his people might very well depend on
meeting with the Humans, Ardon had agreed. He also knew that, if the Morag ever found out,
they would most likely kill him.-Admiral Cleemorl watched as Rear Admiral Barnes’s supply fleet
arrived in the Tantula System. The supply fleet consisted of ten dreadnoughts, forty
battlecruisers, two mobile repair yards, twenty-eight supply ships, and twenty-three
battlecarriers. The mobile repair yards were massive and the largest vessel ever built by any
Human world.“Why so many supply ships?” asked Colonel Jase Bidwell.On one of the
viewscreens, a large supply ship became visible, revealing a few missile ports and some energy
beam turrets. “Many of them contain additional attack interceptors and parts for the interceptors.
They also have extra rounds for the accelerator cannons, as well as missiles.”On another
viewscreen, a pair of battlecarriers could be seen. “We sure could have used those battlecarriers
earlier,” said Colonel Bidwell. “Are Rear Admirals Barnes and Collison still going to attack the
Confederation?” That was the original plan, before the Confederation launched their massive
attack against the Empire.Admiral Cleemorl nodded. “That’s the plan. From what Rear Admiral
Barnes told me, they will combine their fleets and concentrate on Morag shipyards, so they can’t
replace the ships they lost in the battles. The more they can reduce the size of the Morag fleet,
the longer we’ll have to get the Empire put back together and to repair the damage some of our
worlds suffered.”Dylan looked at another viewscreen that showed Gideon. Hundreds of supply
ships and other vessels from across the Hagen Star Cluster were at work on the large inhabited
moon. The atmosphere was still a dark gray, with scattered static lightning. Dylan knew from the
latest reports that nearly sixty-two million people had died on the moon during the attack. That
was nearly 10 percent of the moon’s population. At the moment, most of that population was
living in massive underground bunkers.“Admiral, we have a message from the High Kingdom,”
reported Lieutenant Trent Newsome. “They are ready to leave orbit, as soon as you give
approval.”Dylan switched his gaze to another viewscreen, revealing the massive Imperial
dreadnought that would be the home to Princess Krista Starguard for the next few months. She
would be traveling to many of the more heavily populated worlds between the Hagen Star
Cluster and the periphery of Human space, trying to get them to join the Empire. Krista would be
traveling with a heavy escort. Dylan had assigned six additional dreadnoughts and thirty
battlecruisers as a protective force. While he felt certain all the Confederation forces had pulled
out of the Empire, he would not take any chances with the Princess’s life.“Inform Captain Barrow
he can leave at his discretion.”“Captain Barrow says he will see you in a few months,” replied
Newsome.Moments later, the massive dreadnought and its accompanying fleet vanished from



the viewscreens, as the ships made the transition into hyperspace. Captain Barrow had orders
to stay in contact with the Themis via hyperlight transmissions. Barrow was to send a message
every four hours as to the fleet’s location and the world or inhabited moon they planned on
visiting.Dylan had made arrangements for Rear Admiral Fulmar to stand by with a task force, in
case Captain Barrow ran into any trouble.“I understand the core worlds are sending out dozens
of emissaries to speak to the governors and mayors of many other worlds,” said Colonel
Bidwell.Dylan nodded. “Yes, the Princesses and the Imperial Council want to use the next few
months to fully reform the Empire. If we can continue to build up our defenses and our fleets, we
can make the Empire secure from future Confederation attacks.”At least that was what they were
hoping. With a deep sigh, Dylan looked at another viewscreen, showing Tantula Five. Cheryl was
out house shopping with the governor’s wife, and they could be looking at anything from a quaint
country home to a fancy mansion in the suburbs of the capital.-A few days later, above
Golan Four, Vice Fleet Admiral Derrick Masters watched as Rear Admiral Collison’s supply fleet
dropped from hyperspace. The fleet had twelve dreadnoughts, twenty-three battlecruisers, two
mobile repair yards, and eighteen supply ships.“That will give Rear Admiral Collison thirty-five
more warships to add to his fleet,” commented Colonel Sheena Bryant.Derrick nodded. “All of his
supply ships are armed as well.”“How soon before all his damaged ships are repaired?”
Collison’s fleet was taking priority in repairs, as he still planned on attacking the Confederation.
They were currently scattered in repair bays across the core worlds.“Two more weeks,” replied
Derrick. “Some of his ships were hit pretty hard.” Derrick’s own flagship was still badly damaged
and waiting for time in a repair bay. Ongoing repairs were being made, but some of the large
holes in the outer hull would need some yard time to properly repair. Currently he wouldn’t dare
risk a hyperspace jump with his ship.Derrick looked at the large tactical display. So far, nowhere
in Human space had there been any signs of Confederation ships. Layla and the Imperial
Council had emissaries out everywhere, trying to encourage more worlds to join the Empire. So
far, they were having some success, and, if everything went as Layla hoped, the Empire would
soon be the largest it had ever been.-Morag Admiral Voxx had his fleet in orbit around Morag
Prime. Nearly half of the two thousand ships he had returned with would need some serious
repair. Even two of the Conqueror class battleships that had survived the battle would need
some yard time.Admiral, you are being summoned to report to the High Council Chambers,
reported First Officer Bale.Admiral Voxx stood and looked at Bale. He knew what this might
mean. There is a chance you will soon be in charge of this fleet. Someone must take the blame
for what happened in the Human Empire, and I am the only surviving admiral who was involved
in the attack.You served the Morag well, replied Bale. I’m sure the council will realize that.Let’s
hope so, replied Voxx, as he turned to leave the Command Center, fully expecting to be
executed.-The High Council of the Morag was once more in session. This time some of the lower
councilors, who did not normally attend the meetings, were present, filling out the council to its
full fourteen members.Head Councilor Addonis stood and looked at the other councilors with
deep concern. We may have doomed ourselves by attacking the Humans and particularly



Earth.Impossible, responded Councilor Hiram. We are the greatest military power in the known
galaxy.Councilor Addonis looked over at Admiral Voxx. Will you please give a detailed report of
what happened to the fleets under the command of Fleet Admiral Colane, Fleet Admiral Torrant,
and Admiral Norlan.Admiral Voxx was surprised at the request but did as asked. For well over an
hour, he described the battles, the errors made, and the new weapons of the Humans. Several
times he was stopped and asked to describe a particular aspect of the battles in even more
detail.The only reason I could save thirteen of the Conqueror class battleships is that they were
more toward the center of the formation and not in the back with the rest. The Visth and their
allies caused tremendous damage to the fleet because they attacked when the fleet was most
vulnerable.You identified over twenty-two different races involved in the attack with the Visth?
asked Councilor Delann, showing considerable concern.Admiral Voxx nodded. Yes.We are
losing control of many of the worlds outside of Confederation space, sent Councilor Hiram. Can
we send some fleet units to bring them back into the Confederation?Councilor Addonis shook
his head. We don’t have the ships to send, without risking the security of our own worlds. At the
moment, we have 4,238 modern Morag warships still available, plus those that returned with
Admiral Voxx, and many of those need to be repaired. We also have 8,215 reserve vessels that
we can use as well.It’s still a sizable fleet, sent Councilor Dulant, who very seldom attended a
meeting of the council, though he was a powerful telepath.But one which we need to protect our
worlds.What about bringing more ships out of the reserve? asked Councilor Delann.Councilor
Addonis shook his head. All that are left are very old, with weak weapons. They would be nearly
useless in battle.Everyone looked at one another. No one had ever imagined the Morag being in
this situation.Do you think the Humans will attack us? asked Councilor Lomor.Undoubtedly,
answered Addonis. The Earth Humans will definitely launch an attack after what we did to their
Solar System. There is a possibility the two Earth fleets that showed up in the Empire at
opportune times were actually sent to attack us but were forced to cancel their attack to help the
Human Empire instead.There are some other issues this council needs to be made aware of,
sent Councilor Damora. The Great Council is splitting. We may only have a couple races who will
still support us, the Druins and Lamothians. The other races are declaring their neutrality in this
war against the Humans. The Zynth are undecided and will inform me later of their decision. Also
all of the Great Council members wore the telepathic nullifiers developed by the Lormallians.This
caused a stir among the High Council.I thought they agreed not to provide any race—other than
the Zang—with the nullifiers, sent Councilor Brant. The Lormallians must be punished, if they
have broken their word.How? asked Councilor Addonis. We don’t dare risk starting a war with
other Confederation worlds right now. We must rebuild our fleet and keep the borders of our own
space secure. Councilor Damora, it is essential that you return to the Great Council and ensure
the Zynth stay with us. Also inform the Druins, the Lamothians, and the Zynth that the Morag
High Council has made it illegal for any fleet admiral to control the minds of other races during a
fleet battle. Other races’ ships will not be used as suiciders.Damora nodded. I will tell them, but
they may not believe me. There is one more thing. I believe the Humans knew about our attack



before we launched it.How! demanded Councilor Addonis, his eyes narrowing.I believe the
information came directly from the Great Council. We have intercepted a few messages between
Lormallian Councilor Reull and the Visth. I believe Reull passed the information to the Visth, who
in turn passed it on to the Humans. From what Admiral Voxx has told us, the races that attacked
our fleets in the Golan Four System were also protected by nullifiers. It is obvious to me the
Lormallians are trying to split the Great Council.Councilor Addonis took a deep breath. The time
of the Great Council’s usefulness may be coming to an end. I want secret talks held with the
Druins, the Lamothians, and the Zynth, about forming a military alliance with us. That would give
us four against three, and I doubt if the other three races would dare to anger us. It would at least
guarantee there is no conflict within Confederation space between any of the seven races. At
least not until we deem it is time.What about Lormallian Councilor Reull? asked Damora. He is
the cause of all of this confusion in the council.He must be eliminated, responded Councilor
Dulant. But it must be done in such a way that the Lormallians will not suspect we were behind
his death.Councilor Damora shook his head. They will suspect anyway, but I agree he needs to
be terminated. He has become too much of a disruptive force in the council.Keep an eye on
Councilor Reull, ordered Addonis. If the opportunity provides itself, we will take him out. Addonis
then turned back to Admiral Voxx. Admiral Voxx, effective immediately, you are hereby promoted
to the rank of Fleet Admiral. You are now responsible for ensuring the safety of all of Morag
space.Admiral Voxx was surprised but nodded his head. Thank you, High Councilor. I will make
the necessary arrangements. However, I should caution all of you. I believe, as soon as the
Humans are able, they will attack us.Councilor Addonis nodded his head. I agree with you. I
don’t believe the attack will come from the Empire, and they don’t have the ships to attack both
us and to defend their worlds. No, the attack will come from Earth, and they won’t hesitate to
bomb our worlds, if they can get to us. That is why we must continue to increase our defenses
around all our worlds and inhabited moons. We must also increase ship construction to the
maximum, and we must begin the construction of more shipyards.I would suggest we work hard
on weapons development, suggested Councilor Delann. The Humans have developed two new
weapons, while we still rely on what we have always used. Surely our scientists can come up
with something.Addonis went silent, and then he sent a message to all the councilors. We
recently sent a number of our best scientists to Bator Prime to search for potential weapons in
the archives. They found nothing that would be new. I suspect, since the Lormallians control the
archives, all such information has been removed or hidden.The archives are supposed to be
available to all seven races, protested Councilor Brant.They were, but we changed the rules
when we began to use telepathy to control key members of the other races, sent Addonis. I
suspect we will find many things now blocked to us.What does this mean for our future? asked
Councilor Lomor.Nothing! answered Addonis. Not if we take swift action now. It just delays
everything a few years. We will build a fleet so powerful that no race or races will stand in our
way. In time the entire Confederation will be under our power, as well as the Human Empire,
Earth, and the races who have dared to leave our control.Addonis was confident the Morag



would reign supreme in the end. There could be no other way.Chapter TwoHigh Princess Layla
Starguard was meeting with Chief Chancellor Stein, Fleet Admiral Marloo, and several other
members of the Imperial Council in a conference room at the Imperial Palace on Golan Four.“We
lost nearly 47 percent of our active fleet units in the battles with the Morag,” reported Admiral
Marloo. “The Resistance fleet lost 32 percent of their active units, primarily because, in the
Resistance fleet, a majority of their warships are smaller support vessels.”Layla nodded. She
had called this meeting to better understand what the fleet needed and what the current
assessment was of the danger from the Confederation. Layla also had a few other items she
wanted to discuss. “Isn’t it about time to join the Resistance ships in with the Imperial fleet?
Many of the worlds that are producing Resistance vessels are already a part of the Empire.”“It
won’t be that easy,” answered Chancellor Stein. “Many of those worlds, while a part of the
Empire, are still fiercely independent.”Layla understood that. If it weren’t for the Resistance, the
new Empire could never have come into being. “I have no problem with that. The Resistance has
done much to help build the Empire, but those days are now past. Every day we have new
worlds asking for admittance. With every new world, we have more shipyards available to build
warships. Already the Hagen Star Cluster, the Haven Nebula, the Vortex Worlds, the Lamina
Stars, Vidon Seven, Helgoth, Xnea Two, Cleetus Three, Lydol Four, Bratol Three, Malor Two,
Leonora Five, Macron Three—and of course the core worlds—have shipyards capable of
building the ships we need.”“Some of the other worlds that have joined the Empire are in the
process of building shipyards with our aid,” added Chancellor Stein. “Soon we will have a
massive ship-building capacity. Even some of the core worlds are adding new shipyards. No one
wants to fall back under Confederation rule.”“All good news,” said Layla. “We currently have 475
planets and inhabited moons in the Empire. By the end of three more months, I want that
number to be over one thousand.”Everyone in the room looked at one another
incredulously.“One thousand?” asked Lindsay Littrel of Jalot Four, her eyes growing wide. “Are
we ready for such an expansion of the Empire?”“We need to get ready,” replied Layla
determinedly. “The House of Worlds is designed to handle the delegations of one thousand
worlds. I’ve already ordered that it be expanded to handle twelve hundred.”“Twelve hundred,”
replied Chancellor Stein. “That would be larger than the original Empire.”“We have more
inhabited moons with large populations,” explained Layla. “Many of them are completely
independent of their home systems or planets. They deserve the right to be represented in the
House of Worlds.”Admiral Marloo leaned back, as he contemplated those numbers. “That would
give us an unbelievable ship-building capacity.”“Those added worlds would have to be
defended,” added Governor Gregory Staley of Aquilla Three.Layla nodded. “For the next few
years, the entire Empire will be on a war footing, until the Confederation is no longer a threat.
Already in the core worlds, we have an excess capacity to build defensive grid elements and
even warships. We must continue to do so, until we consider the new Empire to be safe from
attack.”“We must continue to research new weapons,” added Admiral Marloo. “The Morag have
seen our particle beam cannons, as well as Earth’s accelerator cannons. It’s only a matter of



time before either they build defenses against those weapons or develop their own.”“Is that why
Rear Admirals Collison and Barnes are going ahead with their planned attack on the
Confederation?” asked Governor Alex Therron of Bratol Three.“Part of it,” replied Admiral Marloo.
“The other reason is the Morag are at their weakest right now, after the losses they suffered in
the recent attacks. Their worlds may be vulnerable, and, if we can destroy a number of their
shipyards, we may buy considerable time to rebuild our fleets.”“How much time?” asked
Governor Able Marsk of Lamora Seven.Fleet Admiral Marloo let out a deep breath. “Maybe six
months or more.”Layla was surprised at the time Marloo had mentioned. “How many warships
could we have at the end of six months?”“It depends on how many worlds we can get to join the
Empire and how soon we can get their shipyards producing warships. At a conservative
estimate, I would say our Imperial fleet could number six thousand or more.”Chief Chancellor
Stein slowly nodded his head. “We need those six months. Can we afford to send any additional
ships with the rear admirals, when they launch their attack?”Fleet Admiral Marloo frowned.
“Maybe a few. Our fleets have been hit pretty heavily. I’ll speak to Vice Fleet Admiral Masters and
Admiral Cleemorl and see what they think.”“One more thing I want to talk about,” said Layla, as
she looked at the people in attendance. “The Visth have informed me that Lormallian Councilor
Ardon Reull has agreed to meet an Empire representative on the Visths’ homeworld.”“What do
we know about this Lormallian?” asked Governor Marsk.Fleet Admiral Marloo was quick to
answer. “Evidently he’s the one who’s responsible for the telepathic nullifiers. He’s also been
challenging the Morag at every opportunity in the Great Council—to the point that he is gravely
concerned about his own life. He’s extremely upset by what the Morag have forced his people to
become. Already, due to his encouragement, the Lormallians are launching numerous reforms
on their own worlds, as well as on the worlds they control. This might be an opportunity for us to
drive an even larger wedge in the Confederation’s Great Council.”“What about all the alien
worlds that have joined with the Visth?” asked Governor Littrel. “I understand they have asked
about joining the Empire.”“They have,” replied Layla. “From the latest reports given to us by the
Visth, nearly 347 worlds have broken off from the Confederation and seek admittance to the
Empire. I believe Chancellor Stein can report on what we have been considering.”“I’d suggest
that they form their own combined government, similar to ours, but there will be no monarchy, as
these are dozens of different races. We would be willing to assist them in forming a new
universal government. We would also be open to signing a mutual defense pact, as well as a
lucrative trade agreement.”“Will they have consulates in the Empire?” asked Governor
Littrel.Layla nodded. “They will be allowed to have a delegation in the House of Worlds, so we
can stay in better touch on developments, and they will have a method of making proposals to
the House of Worlds or its individual members on trade.”“One more thing,” added Fleet Admiral
Marloo. “Many of those 347 worlds are already building warships to defend their planets. Give
them six months of no interference from the Confederation, and they could easily have a fleet
numbering around four thousand vessels or more. Keep in mind, like the Resistance, they do
build a considerable number of smaller support ships.”“Can we send any ships to help protect



them, until they’re ready to defend themselves?” asked Governor Staley. “It seems to me that the
more races we have who are willing to fight against the Confederation, the better off we’ll
be.”Fleet Admiral Marloo frowned but understood the necessity of allies. “Maybe in another
month we could send a light task group. I don’t believe we dare send more, not if we decide to
send ships with the two Earth fleets to attack the Morag.”-The meeting lasted for another few
hours, with the group voting overwhelmingly to send a representative to meet Councilor Reull.
They also agreed to help the Visth and the other alien races aligned with them in forming a new
government similar to the House of Worlds.-Derrick was in a large shuttle, hovering near the site
of the destroyed big shipyard. Already dozens of work shuttles and hundreds of construction
robots busily cleared the site, preparing to start construction on the new shipyard, which would
be even bigger. It would have both particle beam cannons and Earth’s accelerator cannons built
into it. It would be the largest shipyard ever built in the Empire, and it would have the firepower of
a battlestation.Shuttles moved large pieces of wreckage with their tractor beams, and their
automated arms could grab and hold on to things. The wreckage would be taken to one of the
space stations, where it would be melted down and recycled into beams, trusses, and metal
plating.Derrick watched as the shuttles moved carefully through the wreckage, while the pilots
picked out the parts they wanted to remove. The work robots were already assembling the outer
shell of the new shipyard. So far, only a few beams were in place.“It’s a start,” commented
Colonel Sheena Bryant, piloting the shuttle today, as she wanted the practice. Her hands flew
almost effortlessly across the controls, as she moved the shuttle around the wreckage.Derrick
let out a deep sigh. “So much loss of life.”The space around Golan Four was full of the wreckage
of numerous warships. It was full of bodies too, and several shuttles were assigned the duty of
gathering those who had been killed for proper burial services. It was a gruesome job, but it had
to be done.“We have a lot of Morag wreckages as well,” said Bryant. “I understand we found one
of the big Morag battleships nearly intact.”“Yes, a lucky shot took out its power plant and opened
up a large portion of its hull. The crew died rather quickly, and nearly 80 percent of the ship is still
intact. We’ve already got people on board, searching it for anything that might be
useful.”Derrick’s gaze focused on a shuttle positioning a large piece of wreckage with one of its
manipulator arms. Once the pilot was satisfied, he activated the shuttle’s tractor beam, and the
piece of wreckage followed the shuttle.“Another twenty hours, and they’ll have all the shipyard
wreckage hauled over to the space station for smelting.”Derrick nodded. “Three months from
now, the largest shipyard in the Empire will be here.”“Hard to believe,” said Bryant. “We build
things so fast nowadays.”“It’ll only get faster, now that we’re out from under the Confederation’s
influence.” Derrick gazed out the shuttle’s cockpit windows, which surrounded him, giving him a
nearly unobstructed view of space and Golan Four.In the distance, he saw an Imperial
dreadnought and several battlecruisers orbiting the planet. He still had a sizable fleet in the
Golan Four System, though much of it needed to spend some time in the repair bays. Derrick
turned his attention to Golan Four.The atmosphere of Golan Four was still a little gray from the
antimatter warheads that had struck the planet. Massive storms were slamming into the coasts



from the numerous antimatter hits to the oceans. Even the planet’s weather control system could
not contain the massive storms. Most of the coastal areas were covered in clouds and heavy
rain.Flooding was going on too, and energy shields were used to protect cities in danger from
the storms. Some of those storms had winds in excess of three hundred mph. The
meteorological people claimed the storms would continue for another two or three years, due to
all the water vaporized in the antimatter strikes.“It’s really raining in Queen City,” commented
Bryant, as she gazed out the forward cockpit window. “My family lives nearby in a small
mountain resort area, and they say they’re seeing a lot of flooding in the lowlands.”Derrick
nodded. “There’ll be a lot of flooding in the lowlands near the oceans for the next few years.”
Derrick had no idea how many millions of tons of water had been vaporized in the Morag
attack.Colonel Bryant turned the shuttle and headed back toward the Destiny. “One of the
shipyards contacted the Destiny, just before we came out here. They’ll have a repair bay
available for us the day after tomorrow.”“That’s good,” replied Derrick.Derrick was anxious to get
his flagship repaired. He had placed Rear Admiral Collison’s ships as a priority for the shipyards,
as Collison would soon be heading for the Confederation to attack the Morag shipyards. Once
Destiny was in a repair bay, Derrick planned to go down to Golan Four to spend some time with
Layla. For the last several weeks, he had been too busy taking care of his damaged ships and
ensuring the system was secure. He was ready for some downtime, and seeing Layla again
would go a long way to making him feel like he was home again.-The next day Layla met with
Chancellor Stein. “Who should we send to meet with the Lormallian councilor?”“He’s actually a
member of their government,” replied Stein. “We need to send someone high enough up so he
won’t feel slighted. Keep in mind the person we send will be on the Visth homeworld as well, and
we need to make a good impression.”Layla smiled. “I know just who to send. We’ll send Andrew
and Kala.”Chancellor Stein nodded his agreement. “I think that would be a good choice. We also
need to send a military liaison as well.”Layla frowned. “That’ll be more difficult.”“I may have an
idea. What if we send Rear Admiral Carrie, an Earth Imperial representative, and General Gantts
from the core worlds, to show Earth as our ally too?”“Can we afford to send both of them?”“Rear
Admiral Anderson and his ships are due in tomorrow. They have been at Xnea Two, having their
ships repaired. He’s done quite well in the battles he’s been involved in, and Admiral Masters
needs another rear admiral.”Sadness covered Layla’s eyes. She could still see the Defiant,
smashing into the Morag flagship, all to protect Derrick’s flagship. At that moment Rear Admiral
Audrey Banora had died. Audrey had been one of Derrick’s closest and longest friends. “Why
don’t you get with Fleet Admiral Marloo to make the military arrangements, and I’ll speak to
Andrew and Kala. The sooner we get this mission on the way, the better I’ll feel about
everything.” Layla knew, if she could keep some of the Confederation races neutral, it could
make a huge difference in the war.-One week later, Lormallian Councilor Ardon Reull was on his
way to the Visth homeworld. He was in a special diplomatic vessel that Lormallian leaders often
used to travel between various worlds of the Confederation. It was a small passenger liner, with
half a dozen suites for diplomats. The ship had no armament, as it was a diplomatic vessel.



However, it did have an extremely powerful energy shield for emergencies. In recent days
Councilor Reull demanded that the ship be equipped with a more powerful fusion energy power
plant. He wanted the strongest energy shield possible to protect him, as he was convinced the
Morag wanted him dead.-The ship had taken a roundabout way to leave the Confederation to
not be detected by the Morag. It was currently on a direct course for the Visth homeworld and
should arrive in six more days, due to the extralong course they had chosen.Captain Verdi Stord
was in command of the ship and knew how important this mission was. All the members of his
crew were required to wear the personal telepathic nullifiers at all times. In addition, the ship
itself had the shipwide nullifiers installed. Captain Stord was taking no chances on any member
of his crew falling under the mind control of the Morag.-Three days had passed, and Councilor
Reull was in the Command Center, speaking to Captain Stord. They had dropped out of
hyperspace to confirm their spatial coordinates, before continuing on to the Visth homeworld.
“When we get back, I’ll send you some computer files as to what our worlds were once like. You
will be shocked to find out what the Morag have done to our civilization.”“I’ve heard of a few
things,” confessed Captain Stord. “I fear it will be very hard for our people to change from how we
have led our lives for all these thousands of years.”“I agree,” replied Ardon. “That is why the
Ruling Triad has decided to implement these changes slowly. It may take several generations
before we see major changes in our society.”“So long?”Ardon nodded. “For some of us, it will be
much quicker. However, for our population as a whole, it will only change with the education of
our young people. Several curriculums in our school systems are being changed, and more will
be as the years pass. In time, we will be the type of civilization our remote ancestors could only
dream about.”At that moment, the sensor alarms sounded, and Captain Stord looked worriedly
at the sensor officer. “What do we have?” Even though he had a horrible feeling as to what the
sensor officer would say.“Six Morag warships,” reported the sensor officer. “Two battleships and
four battlecruisers. We are already being targeted by their weapon systems.”“Raise energy
shield,” ordered Captain Stord. “Send out an emergency message, requesting aid.”“We’re being
jammed,” reported the communications officer. “I can’t get anything out.”The ship suddenly
shook violently as a Morag antimatter missile detonated against the energy shield, nearly
throwing Ardon to the deck. He quickly found a vacant seat and strapped himself in.“I can’t
believe the Morag would attack a diplomatic ship,” muttered the captain, as he tried to think of
what to do. “Helm, how soon before the hyperdrive is recharged?” The drive had to be charged
after every jump.“Seven minutes,” replied the helm officer.On the viewscreen, the six Morag
ships were rapidly closing the distance. They were now firing fusion energy beams at the ship’s
energy shield. “How is the shield doing?”“Eighty-two percent and holding,” replied the ship’s first
officer. “It might last another three or four minutes, but that’ll be it.”“More contacts,” reported the
sensor officer excitedly. “It’s our escorts.”Captain Stord smiled. Councilor Reull had said he fully
expected the ship to be attacked. So, to be on the safe side, they had an escort force following
ten minutes behind the ship.-In space on board the Lormallian battleship Hammers Hand,
Admiral Mont Keld smiled as he saw the Morag warships. He had always wanted to take on a



Morag ship, and now he had six of them in front of him. Admiral Keld had six battleships and
fourteen battlecruisers in his task force. All protected by telepathic nullifiers. “Target those Morag
ships and open fire!”All the Lormallian warships opened fire with every weapon they had.
Instantly the Morag energy shields were covered in weapons fire, as raw energy crawled across
them. The attack was so sudden and so brutal that two of the Morag battlecruisers’ energy
shields failed, leaving their hulls open to attack. Fusion energy beams drilled into the hulls,
opening up compartment after compartment. In just a matter of a few moments, the two Morag
warships were riddled from fusion energy beam fire and were lifeless, just drifting dead hulks.-
Morag Squadron Commander Zola was thrown from his command chair, as his shields took a
tremendous strike of antimatter missiles. Status! he sent, as he stood and returned to his
command chair. This time he buckled himself in.It’s a Lormallian fleet, replied the sensor officer.
I’m detecting six battleships and fourteen battlecruisers.The commander reached out with his
mind to try to influence the command crews of those ships. His mental probe was stopped a
good fifty meters from the hulls of the vessels. Nullifiers. All ships switch your fire to the
Lormallian warships.His mission was a failure. Even if he destroyed the diplomatic ship carrying
Councilor Reull, the Lormallian fleet would know what he had done. No doubt it would result in
war between the Morag and the Lormallians. The plan had been to destroy the diplomatic ship
and let it be assumed it had just vanished somewhere in space. That could not happen now. He
sent a brief message to his tactical officer. While our other ships hold off the Lormallian
warships, destroy that diplomatic ship in front of us. He knew that time was rapidly running out.-
Captain Stord was surprised by the renewed attack on his ship. However, he was fairly certain
one Morag battleship would not bring down his ship’s enhanced energy shield, at least not
before the hyperdrive was charged. On the viewscreen, the battle in space was intense. The
Lormallian escort ships continued to close, causing more damage to the Morag forces. Another
battlecruiser blew apart, as an antimatter missile struck its hull. One of the battleships was split
in two when an antimatter missile slammed into the center of the ship. Fusion energy beams
then carved up the two pieces, making them lifeless.“Two minutes until we can enter
hyperspace,” reported the helm officer.-Morag Squadron Commander Zola grew more frustrated
with every passing minute. Only his battleship and one of his battlecruisers still survived. The
rest had been destroyed by the Lormallian escort fleet. He had also just discovered that his own
communications were being jammed. He knew, if he could just get a few thousand kilometers
from the jamming signal, he could send a hyperlight message. He was about to order the helm to
move his ship away, when a powerful force seemed to shove his ship sideways.At the same
time, he thought he heard a distant explosion. Using his telepathy, he checked the minds of his
crew and discovered a massive hole in the side of the ship near engineering, and the sublight
drive had been destroyed. The hyperdrive had also been heavily damaged.Looking up at one of
the viewscreens, he saw his remaining battlecruiser vanish in a massive fireball of antimatter
energy. Leaning back in his command chair, he saw the diplomatic ship vanish as it entered
hyperspace. His mission was a complete failure, and he knew he was about to die.-Lormallian



Admiral Keld smiled to himself, as the full power of his fleet was turned against the lone surviving
Morag battleship. It had already been heavily damaged, and its weapons fire had dropped
dramatically. Keld watched one of the main viewscreens, as antimatter energy crawled over the
battleship’s shield, causing it to flare up brighter and brighter, until it suddenly collapsed.Dozens
of antimatter missiles slammed into the ship’s hull, detonating in massive bursts of energy. When
the energy cleared, the enemy battleship had been completely vaporized. Only a few wispy
clouds of glowing plasma survived.Checking his own fleet, he lost one battlecruiser, with two
others lightly damaged. “Set a course and continue to follow our diplomatic ship. I want a seven-
minute interval between us and them.”Admiral Keld would follow the ship all the way to the Visth
homeworld. Once there, he would keep his fleet on the periphery of the system, until Councilor
Reull was ready to return. While Admiral Keld doubted the Morag would attack again on the
return trip, he would not take any risks with the councilor. Councilor Reull was just too important
to the future of the Lormallian race.Chapter ThreeAndrew and Kala were on board the stealth
destroyer Starburst. It had been designed to carry the Royal Family to safety in the case of an
emergency. Since Princess Krista had the dreadnought High Kingdom, Andrew and Kala had
decided to use the Starburst for their trip to the Visths’ homeworld.“What do you think the
Lormallian councilor will have to say?” asked Kala, as she leaned back on a comfortable couch
in the Royal Suite.“It’s hard telling,” replied Andrew. “They only recently learned how the Morag
have been controlling them. From what I understand, Councilor Reull talked the Lormallian Triad
into siding with the Empire and the Earth Humans, rejecting the Confederation. The Zang and
Morphene went along with them. From the reports we’ve managed to get, considerable friction
exists in the Great Council between Councilor Reull and Morag Councilor Damora. So much so
that the Lormallians sent a very powerful escort fleet to ensure Councilor Reull makes it to this
meeting.”“Are we in any danger?”Andrew smiled and sat down next to Kala, pulling her close.
“Rear Admiral Carrie and General Gantts will make sure we stay safe. We have a substantial
escort fleet as well.”“These negotiations will be important, won’t they?”Andrew nodded. “If we
can keep some of the Confederation races out of the war, it greatly improves our chances of
winning.”Kala let out a deep sigh. “Science is so much easier to deal with.”“Have you heard from
your father recently?”“He’s moved to a new dig site in Africa. He says the clues he’s uncovered
in his previous digs all point to an area in the southern part of Egypt.”“I’m curious to see what he
finds. I can’t imagine what the connection can be between Earth and Golan Four.”-Rear Admiral
Carrie was on board her dreadnought, the Exeter. Currently she was in the Command Center,
watching the tactical display. So far, they had encountered no hostile contacts, and they should
arrive at their destination in another two days.“Do you think it was wise for us to bring so many
ships, considering how weak we are in fleet units at the moment?” asked Major Sullivan.“It was a
necessity,” answered Rear Admiral Carrie. “We must keep Prince Andrew safe, and, if we can
form a working alliance with these worlds, it will give us over 347 additional planets to help in the
war against the Confederation. That alone makes it worth taking this risk.” Carrie looked up at the
tactical display, noting the friendly green icons of the fleet she had brought with her. She had four



battlecarriers, eight dreadnoughts, and thirty-three battlecruisers. If it came to a battle, she was
confident she had the ships needed to either protect the Starburst or to allow her to get safely
away.-Stralon Karn, the Visth ambassador, paced nervously in his quarters. The Visth were a
humanoid species, with a greenish tint to their skin and very large eyes. The hair on the top of
their head was white and very thick. The Visth controlled eleven star systems and had been
subjugated by the Confederation several thousand years in the past.“We must ensure security is
at a maximum,” Karn said to Admiral Larr, who was in charge of all fleet units from the Visth
worlds, as well as those allied with them.“I believe we have a sufficient-size fleet stationed in the
system to ensure security. Twenty-seven battlecruisers as well as 212 support ships. In addition,
part of the Human task force assigned to help our worlds is here as well. It’s provided four
dreadnoughts and twelve battlecruisers.”Stralon Karn nodded. “Let’s hope that’s enough. This is
a meeting the Morag won’t want to see happen. They may have found out about it and will take
steps to see that it does not occur. Barring any problems, Councilor Reull will be here late
tomorrow and the Humans the following day.”“As soon as Councilor Reull arrives, I will increase
our defensive readiness. After the Morag’s defeats in the Human Empire, I doubt if they will
attack, but we will be ready if they do.”“I expect both the Lormallians and the Humans to bring
along a decent-size fleet to help protect their representatives, so our forces will not be alone, if it
does come to a battle.”Admiral Larr walked over and gazed out the balcony at the capital city. It
was busy as always, with just a hint of smog in the air. Efforts were already underway to
completely clear the air. The smog was a direct result of how the Confederation had demanded
they operate certain factories. “What do you think the Humans will offer us?”“I don’t know,”
replied Karn. He was a little apprehensive about that. “They have asked for as many
representatives of the races aligned with us to be present for these meetings. Nearly every one
of the worlds that are with us in this revolt are sending representatives. These meetings could be
the most important we have ever held, particularly if we want to stay free of the
Confederation.”“The Morag suffered massive losses in their attack on the Humans,” pointed out
Larr. “At the moment, I don’t believe the Morag are in a position to attack. We have a few months
to work on our fleet and to prepare ourselves for the next attack.”Representative Karn looked
with alarm at Admiral Larr. “You believe the Confederation will attack us?”Larr nodded. “As soon
as they’ve rebuilt their fleets.”Karn took a deep breath. “I believe the Human Empire needs us as
much as we need them. We must form an alliance of equality and respect, something we did not
have with the Confederation. Many other worlds have approached us about joining our alliance.
In one year’s time, we could be as many as the Human Empire. If we can come to the proper
agreements between the Humans and us, we would never have to fear the Confederation or
anyone else again.”“We must learn from the failures of the Confederation,” said Larr. “We must
never treat another intelligent species as they have treated us.”Outside, the sun was setting,
displaying a magnificent sunset. The lights of the city blinked on one by one, as darkness
descended. Larr turned away from the window and spoke to Representative Karn. “The Humans
have much to teach us. We must not be afraid to learn.”Karn nodded. “I am curious as to who



they have sent to represent them. It will tell us much as to how serious they are in taking this
meeting.” Karn had no idea who the Human representatives were. It had been kept a secret to
prevent the Morag from finding out. “Tomorrow we must finish our preparations to receive our
guests. We have set up quarters for both the Humans and the Lormallians. Let’s hope they
approve of them.”-The next day Councilor Reull’s ship dropped from hyperspace, close to the
planet. Ardon Reull was in the ship’s Command Center and instantly saw numerous ships
around the Visths’ homeworld. “Whose ships are those?”“I’ve identified 126 from other races, as
well as some Human warships,” answered the sensor officer.“Can the Humans already be here?”
Ardon wasn’t expecting them until the next day.“I don’t think so,” replied Captain Stord. “I believe
this may be a squadron of Human ships assigned to keep these worlds safe from Morag attack. I
have heard rumors of this from some of our contacts, who we still have on a few of the worlds in
this section of space.”Ardon nodded approvingly. It showed him these worlds were serious about
resisting the Confederation. He would have to ensure all these worlds understood that the
Lormallians and the Zang and the Morphene were now neutral. “Contact Representative Karn
and ask him where he wants our ship.”-Twenty minutes later, the liner was docked to a large
space station, and Admiral Keld had his ships in orbit at 15,000 kilometers. Keld had been
surprised when Visth Admiral Larr had suggested that orbit. Larr, when questioned, had
admitted that he was concerned the Morag might attempt to disrupt the meetings.After getting
his fleet into orbit, Admiral Keld decided to keep his fleet at a higher alert level, just in case. Just
like Admiral Larr, Keld did not trust the Morag. They might make another attempt on Councilor
Reull’s life. If they did, Keld and his fleet would be ready.-Councilor Reull was in his suite of
rooms that the Visth had furnished for him. They were very similar to what he would find on his
homeworld. The Visth had done very well in making him feel comfortable. At the moment, he sat
at the small conference table in the outer room, speaking with Representative Karn of the Visth
and Representative Jagger of the Cajjun.Representative Karn was speaking. “Is there any way
you will allow us to produce our own telepathic nullifiers? We currently have over four hundred
worlds that want freedom from the Confederation, with more contacting us every day. We need
millions of the nullifiers to protect our governments and our militaries.”“Have you changed your
shipyards to begin producing more warships?” asked Ardon. They would need warships to
protect them from the Morag, the Zynth, and the Druins.Karn looked at Jagger and then replied,
“Yes, it won’t be long, and we’ll possess a very powerful fleet.”“Do you swear never to use that
fleet against any Lormallian or Zang or Morphene world?”Karn nodded. “Yes. Turn over to us the
secret of the nullifiers, so we can make our own, and we will sign such an agreement. However,
the Lormallians and the Zang and the Morphene must promise never to attack a world outside
the Confederation, unless your worlds have been attacked first.”“I think that can be arranged,”
replied Ardon. What he didn’t mention was that he had intended to give the Visth the secret of
the nullifiers anyway. No way he could produce enough in the factories on Proxy Seven to meet
the current demand.Ardon leaned back in his chair. “No doubt the Humans will be attacking
parts of the Confederation. The Morag made all the races of the Great Council do many horrible



acts over the years. I don’t know if the Humans, and even some of the other races who are here,
will ever forgive us for what we were forced to do.”“It was the Morag,” growled Jagger. “They are
an evil race, and now they must pay for their crimes against all races. The Humans are coming,
and I suspect, when it is over, not a single Morag world left will be inhabitable. They will burn
them all!”“Not just the Morag,” said Ardon. “The Druins and the Zynth are extremely warlike. No
doubt the Morag were behind this deadly turn in their evolution too, but now I’m afraid it’s too late
for either to go back. Something will have to be done about them as well. I know the Druins are
personally responsible for billions of dead Humans. That’s a big weight now sitting on their
shoulders, and one I’m afraid they will never escape.”“It is a horrible thing the Morag have done,”
spoke Jagger.Ardon nodded his head. “I’m afraid you’re right. Even in the last meeting of the
Great Council, the Druins still support the Morag, even though they are aware of the mind
control. The Zynth are hesitating, but I expect them to side with the Morag as well.”-They talked
for a few more hours, with several other alien representatives stopping by. Finally they all agreed
to call it a night, and they would all reconvene the following day, once the Humans arrived.-The
ship carrying Prince Andrew and the escort fleet dropped out of hyperspace in the Visth System.
Rear Admiral Carrie was not sure what to expect.“Contacts!” called out the sensor officer. “We
have a Lormallian fleet in orbit around the Visth homeworld. We detect 6 battleships and 13
battlecruisers. Scans indicate they are at a high alert level. Also detecting 27 unidentified
battlecruisers and 212 support ships.”“Those will be the Visth and their allies,” said Rear Admiral
Carrie, as she eyed all the red threat icons on the tactical display.“Admiral, also some Imperial
warships are in orbit. We detect four Imperial dreadnoughts and twelve Imperial battlecruisers.”“I
have Visth Admiral Larr on the comm,” reported the communications officer. “He says all ships in
orbit are peaceful, and we’re to go into orbit ten thousand meters above their homeworld.”“Looks
as if they’re not taking any chances of this meeting being interrupted,” commented Major
Sullivan.“A lot of civilian ships are in orbit as well,” added the sensor officer.Rear Admiral Carrie
nodded her head. “Take us in, but I want the fleet to stay at Condition Two, until we’re satisfied
everything is as it seems. Also, see if we can contact one of those Imperial dreadnoughts.
Perhaps they can tell us more about what’s going on.”-Prince Andrew and Kala were in the
Command Center of the Starburst, as they neared the Visth planet. The Starburst was in the
center of its protective fleet, surrounded by dreadnoughts.“They only have a moderate defensive
grid around the planet,” commented Captain Orin Darlu. “We’re detecting only a few hundred
energy beam satellites and six missile platforms.”“What about their shipyards and space
stations?” asked Andrew. Looking at the tactical display, he saw one large shipyard and two
decent-size space stations.“All are armed,” reported the sensor officer. “The shipyard is heavily
armed. Also quite a few civilian ships of multiple types are in a lower orbit. I’m surprised they
were not ordered to land or to jump into hyperspace for their own protection.”“This should be
interesting,” said General Gantts, who had just entered the Command Center.“We’re being
contacted,” reported the communications officer. “Representative Stralon Karn is asking how
many will be in our party, coming down to the surface for the negotiations.”General Lyra Gantts



looked at Prince Andrew. “Want me to handle this?”“Perhaps it’s best. We don’t want them to
know I’m on board until the last minute.”Gantts nodded her approval. With that, she walked over
to the communications console and spoke to Representative Karn.After a few minutes, General
Gantts returned. “All the arrangements have been made. We’ve been invited to come down this
evening for a reception, and they have suites of rooms ready for us. The rooms have been
modified to accommodate Humans.”“They should not have had to do too much,” said Andrew.
“The Visth are very similar to us.” Andrew looked at the viewscreen, as they neared the Visths’
homeworld. It was a beautiful world, comprised of about 40 percent water and the rest
landmasses.“Reminds me of Golan Four,” said Kala, as she gazed at the viewscreen. “We may
find we have a lot in common with the Visth.”“Let’s hope so,” replied Andrew. “However, we have
a very big meeting with Lormallian Councilor Reull tomorrow. If we can keep the Lormallians and
a few more of the Great Council races out of the rest of the war with the Morag, it could be a
game changer.”“That may be easier than you think,” said General Gantts. “From what I’ve heard,
the Morag and the Lormallians are very close to a state of war as it is. The only thing stopping it
is the number of Morag warships we destroyed when they attacked the Hagen Star Cluster and
Golan Four. From the hyperlight messages we’ve been intercepting, we know the Morag have
pretty well pulled back all their remaining forces into their section of the Confederation.”-
Representative Karn was waiting, as the vehicles carrying the Human representatives arrived.
He knew General Gantts was one, and he had briefly met Gantts one time. He was curious as to
who the others were.The doors to the first vehicle opened, and four Imperial Guards with their
purple robes stepped out and quickly moved to the second vehicle. Karn suddenly felt
apprehensive. Surely they had not sent one of the three Royals. The door opened, and General
Gantts stepped out. She was followed by a woman and a man, who Karn instantly recognized. It
was Prince Andrew, third in line for the throne. Karn had watched their wedding, which had been
broadcast by hyperlight transmission across an immense region of space, including the worlds
of the Visth.Upon seeing the prince, he instantly motioned for all those with him to bow. The
Humans must be taking these negotiations very seriously to send someone as high up as the
Prince of the Empire. After bowing, he quickly stepped forward to greet the prince and those with
him. “I am honored that the Empire sent such a high-ranking individual as yourself to these
negotiations.”Prince Andrew smiled. “We take these negotiations very seriously. I’m sure our
goals are the same as yours, and that is to keep our people safe from the Confederation.”“You
are correct,” replied Representative Karn. “If you and your people will follow me, I’ll show you to
your rooms. We have a reception and a banquet set up for later tonight to allow you to meet
some of the representatives from some of the other worlds aligning with us.”“I’m excited to meet
them,” answered Prince Andrew. “The Empire hopes this is the beginning of a fruitful and
beneficial alliance for all our people.”“I should mention the Lormallian Councilor is already here.
The Morag attacked his unarmed diplomatic ship. Fortunately his armed escort fleet managed to
defeat them. There is some concern the Morag may attempt to disrupt these meetings as well.
That’s why we have such a large fleet in orbit.”“If they attempt to disrupt these meetings, our fleet



will help in the defense of this planet,” assured General Gantts. “We are prepared, in case the
Morag dare to show up.”Representative Karn nodded. “Now, if you will follow me.” Karn felt that,
so far, everything was going well, particularly with a Royal here.-Councilor Reull realized these
negotiations had suddenly swelled in their importance. Representative Karn had just contacted
him and told him who the Humans had sent as their representatives. The Empire had sent one of
its Royals, as well as its leading general from one of its core worlds to these negotiations. Reull
knew now, with the attendance of Prince Andrew, that Reull’s very civilization could be at stake.
His plans for these negotiations had now changed considerably. One misstep and he could
doom the Lormallian race. There was no doubt in his mind that someday the Humans would be
the supreme power in this galaxy, and he did not want his worlds to become desolate
wastelands, all due to the crimes the Morag had forced his people to commit in the past. He did
have one important card he could play that might be the saving point for the Lormallian race.-
Andrew and Kala were at the reception, where hundreds of dignitaries from different worlds were
gathered. Kala wore a long and luxurious gown, while Andrew was dressed in a uniform with a
purple cape designated for his position. Wherever they went, their four Imperial Guards were
always close behind. At the moment, Andrew and Kala were walking around the large room,
introducing themselves to various alien representatives. Some of the representatives were
humanoid, and others were completely alien.The representative from Drexid Seven resembled a
large spider but possessed a pair of hands. The representative from Baxor Seventeen looked
like a Human-size snail. Everyone in the room wore language translators to make speaking to
one another easier.Andrew currently spoke with Representative Daxol Aard, who resembled a
large bat but walked upright on two legs.“My species inhabits sixteen worlds,” said
Representative Aard. “For as long as we can remember, we have been slaves to the
Confederation. Freedom is new to us, and it will take time for all my people to grasp what that
means. We are currently expanding our shipyards, so we can build larger military ships to help
keep my people and those in this alliance free.”“It is a worthy idea, freedom,” replied Andrew,
impressed. “What you and your fellow races are trying to do is quite noble, and the Human
Empire will be more than willing to help you in any way it can.”-Over the next two hours, Andrew,
Kala, and General Gantts talked to numerous races. The diversity represented in this room was
amazing. Some were humanoid species, very similar to Humans, to other species who were
totally alien and almost frightening to even look at.Finally Representative Karn announced the
banquet would start and asked all representatives to take a seat. As soon as they were seated,
the food began to be served. In some cases, it had been necessary for chefs from some of the
representatives’ worlds to help with the food preparation. Karn didn’t want to accidentally poison
anyone.Andrew, Kala, and General Gantts were seated at the head table, along with Lormallian
Councilor Reull. General Gantts had already spoken briefly with Reull and had promised a
longer conversation with Prince Andrew later.-Councilor Ardon Reull sat next to Representative
Karn, as they prepared to eat. Ardon had made his rounds in the banquet room and had
received a rather cold response from the other representatives present. He could well



understand the response, particularly since the Visth had furnished him with a small security
escort.Representative Karn stood, getting everyone’s attention.“I want to thank all the
representatives from the different intelligent species who are here tonight. This is a special and
hopefully a momentous occasion. We have Prince Andrew of the Royal Family from the Human
Empire, his wife, Kala, and one of the leading military Imperial officers in the Empire, General
Lyra Gantts.” Karn paused, looking around the room.“In the meetings we have scheduled for the
next few days, we want to create an alliance that will protect all our worlds against Confederation
aggression. As some of you already know, the Human Empire has just recently smashed the
main Morag fleet, forcing it to flee from its worlds. Lormallian Councilor Reull is offering us the
telepathic nullifiers, so the Morag can never control our minds or thoughts again.” He gave a nod
of appreciation to Reull.“I should mention that, while many in this room have no love for the
Lormallians, they were played by the Morag with their telepathic skills, just as everyone else.
They were forced to do things that, in normal times, they would never have done. So I ask you,
when you speak to Councilor Reull, do so with an open mind.” Karn stopped and smiled. “Now,
let’s eat!”-Ardon leaned over to Karn, who now sat again. “Thank you.”Karn nodded. “If we are
going to make this peace process work, we all must realize the Morag are the enemy, not the
other races who they controlled.”“Very good speech,” commented Andrew, who was on the other
side of Karn. “I’m looking forward to these meetings.”Karn nodded. He looked at Councilor Reull
and then back at Prince Andrew. “If the two of you don’t mind, I would like to set up a short
meeting between the three of us after this banquet is over.”
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Drew P, “A pretty good story but some frustrations. I enjoyed the story line it was nothing so far
outside or a new idea to blow you away but good. My frustration was it seemed like the stories
were full of fillers for a lack of a better term. You would have paragraph tell about how many
ships a certain group had. The next paragraph would be another person telling someone the
same thing. I remember for sure of 3 times in a row but could be more. Another was he would
bounce from calling a person their name to their official title. I wouldn't have minded if they were
called their first name away from the ship and formal military title on the ship it got a little
confusing at the beginning because you had to remember Admiral Derick Masters and Derick.
You would have to think who is Derick.I read all 5 books and there should be another or a couple
more to be released. I will read those also so they can't be all that bad. They aren't I would have
preferred fewer books with less repetitiveness . That is me some might not mind and some might
never notice. Read the books and enjoy.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A great chapter in the series and great continuation by Julie. This was a
great book in the series. And excellent continuation bye Julie or taking over for her dad. I know
me and other fans greatly appreciated her dad and grateful 4 Julie's continuation how is work.
We have great battles and intrigued in the story. I know I along with the other fans would greatly
appreciate Julie's continuation to write and and maybe come up with her only stories to
someday. I could barely put this book down as usual and I eagerly await the next book. To Julie I
know your dad came up with the planet meaning for the series but if you where to start a
different series on down the road you might want to come up with a different naming scheme.
And if you could gone to a bit more detail about the aliens how they look and give us reminders
how they look. At any rate excellent job I hope you keep writing.”

Trudi, “Interesting. I had a lot going on so I couldn't just sit for hours reading this book but it
seemed to me the first part dragged on and on? It definitely made you feel the usual military
'Hurry up and wait'. Now there was in reality a lot going on in the background as deals were
being made but I certainly felt inertia setting in.Thankfully we did finally get into the action and it
went MUCH faster, cat and mouse or whack a mole? One other thing that bothered me was the
names of 2 alien civilisations Lormallian and Lamothian, very similar and thought to remember
which one was which. LoRmallians Right was how I finally got it. I did like the fact that it usually
said Morag Captain Xxx I didn't have to remember which captained in different fleets.Looking
forward to the next book.”

Mikev, “Raymond would be proud of his daughter continuing this series.. I downloaded the book
today, couldn't put it down and already finished. It is fast paced, a lot of action and enjoyable to
read! Looking forward to the next 2 books in the series.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. This was a great book. I'm so glad you continued on with the
books and the series. I was very sad and when he passed. But you have done a great Job With
his books or should I say with this series. It does not look like or sound like a different author
behind the stories. He would be very proud of you. Now I don't think I can wait till next spring for
the next book.  All I can say is hurry up.  Thank you.  ”

Nats4Us2, “Your father would be proud. After starting and finishing the current books of this
series in less than a week, I hadn't even notice many changes in the writing style or quality of the
stories. Only after finishing book 5 did I read up and learn what had happened. Julie has done an
amazing job in carrying on her father's work and legacy while more than proving herself to be a
capable and noteworthy author as well.”

D. Hawse, “Exciting and pleased that this series has continued. Having read all of Raymond
Weils books, then losing a gifted author, his daughter has picked up the mantle and one cannot
tell the difference. This series not only has the "what if this was possible", but the weaving of the
story lines between the characters is immersing. Hard to put the book down. Keep up the great
work.”

kev "gandalph" stokes, “Legacy continues. I was gutted when Raymond passed it was a very
sad loss not only to his family but the writing community in general to see his daughter take up
the mantle and continue in her father's memory is a true blessing..especially to step into his
shoes and I have to say ...bloody well done and as long as you continue to write these great
novels I will continue to read them..these books are my priority on kindle as soon as they are
released I consume them normally in about 48 hrs ...thankyou and I look forward to the next
installment with baited breath ..ps I read the whole slave wars series...twice and I've read all of
your father's novels .”

kevin, “not as good. You can tell Julie is not as accomplished as her dad. The story continuation
was good, but there was a lot of repetition from the end of one chapter to the beginning of the
next. This resulted in these short chapters usually used to give the story pace only slowed it
down.I love these books and hope that Julie will keep them going, but learn and keep them
punchy and allow the reader to fill in the blanks rather than spell no everything out.”

Old Soldier, “A really good read. Like his previous books in this series Raymond maintains the
hard charge whilst not being too sentimental, however this particular book has far more filler
than the previous ones, it does not spoil it but it does detract.”

Ebook Tops Reader DH, “Great continuation of the series. Another great episode of this series
started by Raymond and kept alive by his daughter. The storyline is strong and there must be at
least one more edition to come ”



ekmover, “This book is a MUST read. The Forgotten Empire is a great read, the plot, story
telling, and dramatic writing is a must for all SiFi readers cannot wait to read next instalment.”
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